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Brand: ECLAT-ASU

100% Kevlar Gloves with Sleeves by
Dupont- Anti Scratch, Heat & Cut
Resistant Sleeves Gloves, Safety
Sleeves- Long Arm Protectors-
Welding, Kitchen, Gardening, Pet
Grooming & Bite Guard- Black, 1 Pair

    88 ratings | 8 answered questions

Amazon's Choice for "bite proof sleeves"

Price: $29.45 & FREE Shipping. Details
FREE Returns

Get $100 off instantly: Pay $0.00 upon approval for the
Amazon.com Store Card.

KEVLAR HEAT RESISTANT GLOVE ARM SLEEVES: Heavy
duty jobs are full of danger; EclatASU is here to provide
you all the safety required! Kevlar Arm Sleeves are
designed to keep your arms safe from scratches, cuts and
bruises while you deal with welding machines, fiberglass
and sharp blades. It protects your arms right from tip of
your fingers to your elbows while you work in industrial
arena.
HIGH QUALITY ANTI CUT GLOVES SLEEVES: High Quality
100% Kevlar by DuPont is used in these glove arm sleeves.
Double ply knit construction provides extra layer of cut
protection & wear comfort. High quality Kevlar provides
compression, keeps the arms cool & avoids skin irritation.
The fabric is heat resistant; it will not melt ignite or
conduct electricity. Seamless stitching makes it breathable
and keeps you sweat free in scorching summers. Look
dapper while being safe at hazardous jobs!
CERTIFICATIONS & INDUSTRY: EclatASU glove arm sleeves
are EN 388 certified and provide 4-way protection. It has
Cut Protection level 5, Tear level 4, Puncture level 1, and
Abrasion level 2. Long gloves or long sleeves can be used
in metal industry, glass industry, timber industry,
automotive industry. It can also be used as motorcycle
long sleeves, long pvc gloves, kitchen, chemical resistant
gloves, oven sleeves, pet grooming, in gardening & BBQ
parties. Not Puncture resistant.
FEATURES & APPLICATIONS: Kevlar Glove Arm Sleeves by
EclatASU are light weight and breathable. You won’t feel
like wearing them; it fits on your arm without digging in
the skin. It stays intact no matter on which angle you work.
Glove arm sleeves are multiple time machine washable and
drip dry. Special design for flabby arms to keep them on
desired position during dangerous jobs. EclatASU is safety;
and safety is no accident!
SATISFACTION GURANTEED: Eclat-ASU is determined to
provide you maximum protection and satisfaction through
its products. These glove arm sleeves are designed to give
you ultimate protection from the unwanted cuts and
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From the manufacturer

Type your question or keyword

Love your PETS without being afraid of all those love
bites and scratches from your wonderful friend!
Give all the love to your lovely pets and be ready for the reciprocation
from them without the fears of scratches and bites. These glove arm
sleeves are bite-proof to make you more comfortable with your special
friends

Light Weight and Breathable!
These glove arm sleeves by ECLAT-ASU are extremely lightweight and
breathable and keep your arms cool and dry in the scorching summers.
They are also a very good armour against the UV rays while you work
under the sun at construction sites.

An extra layer of protection from cuts, scratches and
bruises!
Double-ply knit design provides an extra layer of protection from the
very tips of your fingers to all the way up to your elbows. It keeps your
arms safe from unwanted cuts and scratches while you work on heavy-
duty machines.
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Special offers and product promotions
Amazon Business : For business-only pricing, quantity discounts and FREE Shipping. Register a free business account
Your cost could be $0.00 instead of $29.45! Get a $50 Amazon Gift Card instantly upon approval for the Amazon Rewards Visa Card Apply now

Have a question?
Find answers in product info, Q&As, reviews

scratches while you deal with cutting and welding
machines. Unfortunately, if the product doesn’t match
your demands, we have return and refund policy for you.
We value your feedback. Happy Shopping!

 Report incorrect product information.
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Product description

Safety starts with S but it begins with you; and chance takers are accident makers. Wear EclatASU and stay safe and sound!

EclatASU is proud to introduce the designer glove arm sleeves to provide you ultimate protection from the unwanted scars during perilous jobs. These glove
arm sleeves keep your arms safe from scratches, cuts & bruises while you deal with welding machines, sharp blades and knives. It protects your arms right
from the tips your fingers to all the way up to your elbows. High quality 100% Kevlar by DuPont, which are awarded EN 388 certifications, is used in the
glove arm sleeves. It provides 4-way protections; Cut Resistance level-5, Tear level-2, Puncture level-2 and Abrasion level-2. Heavy duty fabric provides
ultimate protection and compression along with wear comfort. Double ply knit construction provides extra layer of cut resistance to keep you safe while you
deal with heavy machinery and sharp blades in industrial arena. The fabric is heat resistant due to which it doesn’t ignite or conduct electricity. The light
weighted Kevlar makes the arm sleeves breathable to keep your arms cool and dry while you sweat yourself out in blazing summers. It makes the glove arm
sleeves stay in shape for longer period of time after multiple time usage. These arm sleeves can be used in glass industry, metal industry, timber industry and
automotive industry. It is a perfect gadget for gardening, cycling, biking, pet grooming and BBQ parties. EclatASU Kevlar Glove Arm Sleeves are easily
machine washable and drip and dry no matter how greasy and dirty they get. Unfortunately, if the product doesn’t match your demands, we have return and
refund policy for you. We value your feedback. Happy Shopping!

Working safely may get old, but so do those who practice it; and EclatASU is all about safety!

Product details
Package Dimensions : 10.2 x 6.5 x 0.3 inches; 5.61 Ounces

Department : Unisex-adult

Date First Available : May 12, 2019

Manufacturer : ECLAT-ASU

ASIN : B07RQJYYFM

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #39,273 in Tools & Home Improvement (See Top 100 in Tools & Home Improvement)
#29 in Protective Arm Sleeves

Customer Reviews:     88 ratings

Light weight and
breathable!
Keep your arms cool and dry in the
scorching summers. They protect
against the UV rays while you work
under the sun at construction sites.

How would you rate your experience shopping for clothing and shoes on Amazon today?

Very Poor Poor Average Good Great

SubmitSubmit

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/hi/ref=pd_zg_ts_hi
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/hi/393297011/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_hi
javascript:void(0)
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Compare with similar items

This item 100% Kevlar Gloves
with Sleeves by Dupont- Anti
Scratch, Heat & Cut Resistant
Sleeves Gloves, Safety
Sleeves- Long Arm
Protectors- Welding, Kitchen,
Gardening, Pet Grooming &
Bite Guard- Black, 1 Pair

Kevlar-Sleeves Arm
Protection Sleeves with
Thumb Hole, MOKEYDOU
[18" Inch Long, 9"-14" Wide]
Safety Arm Guide Cut, Heat
Resistant Protective Mechanic
Sleeves for Men, Women
1Pair - Black [Newest 2019]

Lincoln Electric KH813 Black
One Size Flame-Resistant
Welding Sleeves

Protective Arm Sleeves, Level
5 Protection Cut Resistant
Sleeves with Thumb Hole
(Black)

Customer Rating  (88)  (862)  (1980)  (383) 

Price

Shipping FREE Shipping. Details FREE Shipping on orders over
$25.00 shipped by Amazon.
Details

FREE Shipping on orders over
$25.00 shipped by Amazon.
Details

FREE Shipping on orders over
$25.00 shipped by Amazon.
Details

Sold By Eclat-ASU EasyLife185 Amazon.com CAWANFLY-Direct

Videos

Videos for related products

Ezvid Wiki BestReviews MudGear Ergodyne

3:59

The 10 Best Cut Resistant Sleeves

4:16

The 5 Best Welding Sleeves

1:22

MudGear Padded Arm Sleeves for
men and women. Low profile…

Ergodyne
Resistant

Upload your video

#1 Best Seller

Add to Cart Add to Cart Add to Cart Add to Cart

29$ 45 21$ 95 9$ 44 12$ 99

Sponsored products related to this item

Submit Submit Submit Submit
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See questions and answers

Customer Questions & Answers

Ad feedback

     

Kevlar Animal Handling
Gloves, Ideal Protective
Puncture Proof Gloves For
Training ...

 17

$19.95 

RAPICCA Animal Handling
Gloves Bite Proof Kevlar
Reinforced Leather
Padding Dog,Cat...

 1,872

$29.99 

Updated Longer Cut
Resistant Knit Sleeves
Level 5 Protection Slash
Resistant Sleeve...

 152

$11.27 

Chainmail Cut Resistant
Stainless Steel Metal Mesh
Gloves for Food Handling,
Meat P...

 45

$48.99 

Cut Resistant Gloves / Cut
Gloves - Cutting Gloves for
Pumpkin Carving, Wood
Carvin...

 218

$10.99 
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Customer reviews

88 global ratings

4.1 out of 5
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$26.95 

Lifeunion Animal Protection Gloves Anti-Bite &…

Shop now
 2

Sponsored 

Top reviews from the United States

 I should have read the reviews
Reviewed in the United States on January 14, 2020
Verified Purchase

16 people found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

Todd Tran

Ok, purchasing this product was only the fault of my own. I should have read the reviews and made
my purchase accordingly. I was just too excited to find a fully gloved Kevlar sleeve.

First off, I have a 6 month old Mallinois and he like to play rough. He is not mean by any means, but
he bites out of his nature. I like to play rough with him too, but when he gets really into it, the
teeth come out and end up holding onto my forearm, hands or fingers. The pressure biting is not a
big deal, but the scratching from grappling is a killer.

I have a set of kevlar work sleeves that I used and they work great. The only problem is, it leaves my
fingers exposed, so I wanted to find fully gloved kevlar sleeves.

So, some reviews said these are THICK. The package came in plastic wrap and my first impression
was, "uh... no", even before I opened the package. Well, I opened up the package and surprisingly,
they are pretty thick. However, the reason why they are not puncture-proof is because the weave is
quite loose, unlike my work-sleeves.

Read more

Helpful

 Save your money. What a waste
Reviewed in the United States on November 6, 2019
Verified Purchase

6 people found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

ashley

Do NOT buy these. They are a waste of money. Not only are they not puncture proof like they have
you believe, they dont fit right AT ALL. they are WAY to tight in the sleeves and WAY TO BIG around
the wrist and the fingers are sewn way to oddly to even FIT your fingers right. Huge waste of
money. Needless to say I'm returning them and not buying them again

Helpful

 NOT puncture proof!
Reviewed in the United States on July 30, 2020
Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

Maria Monti

I was hopeful that these gloves would help protect me from my 3 lb. mini Cockapoo. My Charlie is
so sweet but at 10 weeks old he is teething and his small teeth are quite sharp and really hurt
when he bites. As playful as he is the biting is getting more aggresive. These gloves were already
hard to put on sincce they are way too tight. The minute Charlie bit down on my fingers his teeth
went right through the gloves. So DO NOT BUY this product to help you out since they are not bite
proof at all!

Helpful

 Protects your arms
Reviewed in the United States on February 27, 2020
Verified Purchase

Daniel A. Adams

I looked at two types of arm protection gloves and this is a good choice if you order (and they
make) arm protectors big enough for men with large arms. If you buy the glove-style arm
protectors, if you buy too small, the gloves won't fit on your hands and will pull the arm protectors
off your forearms. The other kind of arm protectors are the kind that have a 'wrist loop' that goes
over the thumb to hold the arm protectors in place and they don't pull the protectors down off
your forearms. I used the thumb loop kind to prune a tiny vineyard--thousands of branches cut off
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Mark this review

Mark this review
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Comment Report abuse

the vines, and they protected my arms admirably. My wife wore these glove type and they
protected her arms.

Helpful

 Comfortable and effective
Reviewed in the United States on December 2, 2019
Verified Purchase

Comment Report abuse

Paule E.

Bought these a few months ago for work since we have to wear cut resistant gloves and sleeves
when using a knife and they work great for this. I also work around hot plastic and have to move
hot parts around and they work for that as well as long as you dont intend to be holding hot things
to long. The sleeves fit a little tight on my small arms at first but I had someone with much bigger
arms than me wear them for a little bit to stretch them out some and the fingers were too long as
well but had my wife sew them back. Overall they are comfortable and efficient for the needs that I
have for them.

Helpful

 Way too tight even for thin people
Reviewed in the United States on March 1, 2020
Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

Larry T.

Unless you are thin like an anorexic teenager that weigh 40kg and don't have any flesh on your
underveloped bones (and I'm not exagerating), don't waste your money on this product. I'm quite
think by all standards, 5'7", 65kg, I could hardly get these into my thin arms. And when i managed
to after lots of struggles, they squeezed my arms so much that I can't endure 10 minutes of
wearing them. There was not any thoughts put into designing this product. It is like somebody sat
down and just started cutting and sewing and throwing the finished products into boxes to be sold
without testing how they fit. You've been warned.

Helpful

 Extra Protection
Reviewed in the United States on September 7, 2019
Verified Purchase

2 people found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

Alan Rosenfeld

These Kevlar gloves have been a godsend for us. We ordered them because we have a feisty (but
loving) cat at home who needs to be administered medicine twice daily for three months. Wearing
these gloves makes us a lot less fearful about getting bitten or scratched by our cat. You can still
feel the bite, but it doesn’t hurt at all when we wear these gloves.

Helpful

 Trying new sleeves
Reviewed in the United States on July 15, 2019
Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Comment Report abuse

Daniel Garcia

I like the concept of these sleeves going all the way to the fingers, it's nice not getting big sparks
caught in the cuff of your glove....however, I dislike the length, they could be longer so I can
actually tuck my short sleeves of my shirt in them. Also, my forearms are a lil bigger than the
average kid welding nowadays and these sleeves are a lil constrictive at first. Overall, not a bad
idea, maybe if they worked on adding an inch or two more length to the sleeves I'd buy again. Ideal
for winter I bet, since it feels like putting a big knit sock on your arm.

Helpful
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Arm Protection Sleeve, Cut Resitant 40cm Burn
Resistant Anti Abrasion Safety Arm Guard for...

$15.98   813
Shop now

Customers who viewed this item also viewed

Kevlar-Sleeves Arm
Protection Sleeves with
Thumb Hole, MOKEYDOU
[18" Inch Long, 9"-14"…

 862

$21.95

RAPICCA Animal Handling
Gloves Bite Proof Kevlar
Reinforced Leather
Padding Dog,Cat…

 1,878

$29.99

Protective Arm Sleeves,
Level 5 Protection Cut
Resistant Sleeves with
Thumb Hole (Black)

 383

$12.99

100% Kevlar Protective
Sleeves- Anti Heat Scratch
& Cut Resistant Arm
Sleeve with Finger…

 81

$20.99

KEZZLED Kevlar Cut Heat
Scratch & Knife Resistant
Protective Arm Elbow
Safety Sleeves with…

 93

$19.25
Only 18 left in stock - order s… Only 1 left in stock - order so…
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